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Abstract— The mobile device is a device that supports the 
mobility activities and more portable. However, mobile devices 
have the limited resources and storage capacity. This deficiency 
should be considered in order to maximize the functionality of 
this mobile device. Hence, this study provides a formulation in 
data management to support a process of storing data with large 
scale by using Rough Set approach to select the data with 
relevant and useful information. Additionally, the features are 
combining analytics method to complete analysis of the data 
storage processing, making users more easily understand how to 
read the analysis results. Testing is done by utilizing data from 
the Malaysia’s Open Government Data about Air Pollutant 
Index (API) to determine the condition of the air pollution level 
to the health and safety of the population. The testing has 
successfully created a summary of the API data with the Rough 
Set approach to select significant data from the main database 
based on generated rule. The analysis results of the selected API 
data are stored as a mobile database and presented in the chart 
intended to make the data meaningful and easier to understand 
the analysis results of API conditions using the mobile device. 

Keywords — Mobile Analytics, Mobile Database Summarization, 
Rough Set, Air Pollutant Index 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Mobile analytics is part of the feedback that involves 

measuring and analyzing data that has been generated by the 
mobile platform and has the nature of mobile sites and mobile 
applications [1]. Nowadays, mobile analytics technology is 
growing so quickly. These developments occurred as the 

development of mobile technology has many advantages that 
are easy to use and can be used wherever and whenever the 
user is located. The mobile device itself is designed to be more 
portable and supports mobility activities. Mobile devices have 
limitations in storage capacity and processing power. 
Therefore, these devices need a mechanism to select 
meaningful data without changing the contents of the 
database. It will synchronize a process between the main 
database and the mobile database. 

Several studies have produced database summarization with 
various methods but cannot handle data on a large scale, only 
focus on transactional data, image data and still can be refined 
to get more meaningful, accurate, and efficient result 
[2][3][4][5]. This research is to develop a new framework 
which produces mobile database summarization with the 
Rough Set approach and will be combined with analytics 
method in the mobile device. Mobile analytics method 
supported by dashboard function to show the result of data 
processing in the form of the chart [6]. It can help to 
understand and optimize the report of data processing result 
[7]. 

In order to understand the amount of data to be processed 
that have different types and knowledge, it is necessary to get 
a detailed understanding of mobile analytics database with a 
Rough Set approach. This paper will introduce the basic 
knowledge of mobile analytics, the current researches, and the 
proposed method to handle the issues in a specific perspective. 
This paper also will describe the background of study and 
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definition of mobile database summarization, mobile 
analytics, and Rough Set Theory. Next part will give the 
explanation about the purpose framework. Evaluation and 
comparison of the results of this study are described and 
followed by the conclusion of the study at the end of this 
paper. 

II. MOBILE DATABASE 
The Mobile Database System (MDS) is a ubiquitous 

database system where unlike conventional systems the 
processing unit could also reach data location for processing. 
Thus, it can process debit or credit transactions, pay utility 
bills, make airline reservations and other transactions without 
being subject to any geographical constraints [8]. The mobile 
database does not necessarily mean the mobile database but 
everything that can provide information in mobile user is a 
mobile database. If a connection to the main database cannot 
be established than a mobile database, it is in a disconnection 
state [9]. Every activity in mobile application will be 
supported only by mobile database during this state. A 
database synchronization is the only way the mobile database 
and centralizes database connects to each other. The 
synchronization process consists of two main activities; there 
are data pulling and data pushing. This research will deal with 
issues regarding pulling data activity. 

Database management systems on mobile devices certainly 
provide to address the limitations from the device [10][11]. It 
has the objective to minimize the amount of the large data that 
sent from the server to mobile client by using the wireless 
network depends on the provided features by the device itself 
in terms of power limitations to communicate and the 
difference in screen size [12][13][10]. There are some 
researches discussed the use of mobile database to overcome 
the constraints on mobile devices that different from each 
other with soft computing approach, research methods, and 
other research techniques [10][14][15][16][17]. 

 
A. Mobile Database Summarization 
 Summarization technique has become an important and 

popular technique in the analysis of big data [18][19][20]. In 
recent years, researchers have employed this technique as a 
solution in data management process. Especially for structured 
or semi-structured data [21][22][23][24][25][26][27].  

 
The characteristics of summarization are [5]:  
 

1) Responsiveness. For a technique to be considered 
acceptable, it must provide an acceptable response to the 
user. However, the tolerance of waiting for a response may 
differ between different users and applications. The 
responsiveness of a summarization technique can be an 
important characteristic if the process makes it difficult to 
scale the process or is time-consuming to invoke. 

2) Accuracy. Accuracy in the context of database describes 
the correctness and completeness of the database in 
response to a query. Significantly, depending on the type 

of user and the requirements that a user may have, it is 
possible to provide different levels of accuracy for queries. 
A good summarization policy should be able to identify 
the needs of the user and provide at least the minimum 
level of accuracy. In some cases, over complete 
(generalized) answers may suffice.  

3) Adaptability and Graceful Degradation. Adaptability is 
perhaps one of the more important, but difficult aspects 
that defines a good summarization technique. Regardless 
of the types of user or the environments the summary 
database will be used in, it should be capable of adapting 
to changes in its usage and operating environment. This 
includes the ability for a technique to degrade sensibly as 
storage becomes more limited. 

 
This technique can also provide the facilities to present the 

management database in mobile devices [22][23]. 
 
B. Mobile Analytics 

Figures, tables, charts and diagram should be kept to a 
mobile analytics that can improve cross-channel marketing 
initiatives, optimize the mobile experience for customers and 
the growth of the mobile user engagement and retention. The 
importance and role of mobile analytics into play is how the 
analysis of mobile analytics capability to affect the 
organization [6][28]. So that mobile analytics will has the 
advantage to enhance the end user experience and real-time 
data collection and provide custom content. Mobile analytics 
is largely a feedback involves measuring and analyzing the 
data generated by mobile platforms and properties, such as 
mobile sites and mobile applications [1][29]. The results of 
the data analysis will be in the form of tables and diagrams to 
facilitate the users in the reading of the analysis results. 
Hence, mobile analytics can help maximize mobile 
performance that can be seen from the results of the survey 
related research papers. 

The mobile analytics era is growing day by day and it will 
make its significant position in the near future. Mobile 
analytics are establishing its existence in business by providing 
different analytic services to vendors as well as business 
people. We have also noticed that most users carry their web 
paradigms from PC to mobile, firms’ measure mobile websites 
more than applications, large enterprises extend their existing 
analytics investments, mobile analytics vendors are moving 
faster than potential buyers. Thus, through this paper, we 
review the need of mobile analytics with its benefits as well as 
industrial challenges. 

III. ROUGH SET 
Rough Set was developed by Zdzislaw Pawlak in the 1980s 

[30]. Rough Set is very useful to find relationships in data that 
is called knowledge. The findings of knowledge in the form of 
rule that is easily understood and meaningful, resulting from 
the extraction of data patterns. This theory emerged as one of 
the mathematical methods to manage uncertainty, ambiguity, 
and vagueness of relationship data is incomplete and difficult 
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to be modeled mathematically. Rough Set defined as a theory 
which has attracted a lot of attention from researchers and 
practitioners who contribute to the development of 
applications [31]. According to some studies suggest that 
Rough Set contrasts with other studies because the selection of 
attributes is based on Rough Set Theory attributes that can 
detect dependencies using decision tables [32][33]. The core 
part of this technique can identify with a minimum of 
conditional attributes that have properties similar to the 
complete attribute accuracy. Rough Set has been successfully 
applied in various fields that require in decision making, 
learning, processing parallel, and introduction of the machine 
[34].  

Rule extraction (rule) is based on the value the support of 
each rule. The goal is to reduce the number of rules so we get 
fewer number rules. For example, DS = (U, C ∪ D) which is a 
table of decision ∀x∈ U, then c1(x)..., ck(x), d(x) can be 
defined, where {c1..., ck} = C and {d} = D. Decision rule 
obtained from, c1(x)..., c2(x) → d(x). C is a reducts of 
attribute reduction condition is the result of the decision table. 
Rule selection of Rough Set (RS) is done because the rule 
acquired is still too many and long. To simplify the number of 
rules can be done through methods RS. If R = {Rule1, 
Rule2,...,Rule j} is a subset of the rule obtained from Rough 
Set as new decision tables, where the rule applies as a subset 
of attributes. Rule 1 of the attribute value if the object xb at a 
decision (d) have the same value as a decision table and is 0 if 
no value. The value in the column (attribute) j+1 equal to the 
value of decision, with a = 1..., j and b = 1..., i. 

This technique will be used for the mobile database 
summarization to further maximize the results of the 
processing of data from existing databases. It is due to Rough 
Set will provide efficient algorithm to find hidden patterns in 
data, find minimal dataset, evaluate data significance, and 
generate set decision rule of data. The results of this processing 
will be presented back to the form which makes it easier for the 
reading of the data analysis. Presentation of the results of the 
data analysis is presented in tables and charts described next 
section. 

IV. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK 
 

Stages of this research can be seen in Figure 1. From 
Figure 1 it can be seen that the study was conducted from a 
mobile development framework summarization database using 
Rough Sets and has been combined with the analytics to 
display the results more clearly to users. The results of the 
data analysis will be displayed in the form of dashboards, 
tables, and diagrams. These different representations to ensure 
the analysis results are clearly presented to the user. 

 

Start

 

 Investigate the relational database Indentify meaningful attributes

Determine useful data inclusion criteria

Generate decision table

Pre-processing

Database Analysis

 

Summarization Engine

Discretization data

Reduct calculation

Rules generation Classfication

Summary result

training testing

Classifier

 

Data Analytics

Dashboard view

Visualize using chart

Data analytics report

Stop

 
Study the existing mobile database 

summarization framework
Modify the 
framework

Designing Mobile Analytics for Combined Database Summarization Using Rough Set

 
 

Figure 1:  Mobile Analytics Database Summarization using Rough Set 
Framework 

V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 
The experiment was performed as part of the research 

framework step explained in Figure 1. 

A. Data Pre-processing 
There are 24574 data from the Malaysian Government 

Open Data about Air Pollution Index (API) in Malaysia in 
2014 until 2015. The sample of the data in real value format 
can be shown in table 1. 
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Table 1 

Data Sample of Malaysian API Dataset 
 
Example Date Time State Region API 
1 12/2/2014 11:00PM Kedah Bakar 

Arang Sg. 
Petani 

54 

2 12/2/2014 11:00PM Perak Jalan 
Tasek, Ipoh 

40 

3 12/2/2014 11:00PM Wilayah 
Persekutuan 

Batu Muda, 
Kuala 
Lumpur 

36 

4 12/2/2014 11:00PM Melaka Bandaraya 
Melaka 

28 

5 12/2/2014 11:00PM Johor Pasir 
Gudang 

50 
 

6 12/2/2014 11:00PM Trengganu Kuala 
Trengganu 

24 

7 12/2/2014 11:00PM Pahang Jerantut 37 
... ... ... ...   ...      ... 
... ... ... ...   ...      ... 
24574 10/06/2016 1:00PM Sabah  Sandakan     29 
 

Rough Set is represented in the two elements of the 
Information System (IS) and Decision System (DS). 
Information System (IS) is a pair IS = {U, A}, where U = {e1, 
e2, ..., em} and A = {a1, a2, ..., an} is a set of examples and 
attribute conditions sequentially. The definition above shows 
that an IS consists of a set of examples, such as {e1, e2, ..., em} 
and attribute conditions, such as {a1, a2, ..., an}. In the IS, each 
row represents an object while each column represents the 
attribute of m objects.  

U = {e1, e2, ..., em}: Sample 1,2,3.... 
A = {a1, a2, ..., an}: Date, Time, State, Region, API. 

In many applications, an outcome which is represented by a 
Decision Attribute, C = {C1, C2, ..., Cp}. IS then be IS = (U, 
{A, C}). Decision System (DS) of data sample can be shown 
in table 2. 

 
Table 2 

Decision System of Malaysia API Dataset 
 

Ex
am
ple 

Date Time State Region API Decision 

1 12/2/
2014 

11:00 
PM 

Kedah Bakar 
Arang Sg. 
Petani 

54 Moderate 

2 12/2/
2014 

11:00 
PM 

Perak Jalan 
Tasek, 
Ipoh 

40 Good 

3 12/2/
2014 

11:00 
PM 

Wilayah 
Persekutua
n 

Batu 
Muda, 
Kuala 
Lumpur 

36 Good 

4 12/2/
2014 

11:00 
PM 

Melaka Bandaraya 
Melaka 

28 Good 

5 12/2/
2014 

11:00 
PM 

Johor Pasir 
Gudang 

50 
 

Good 

6 12/2/
2014 

11:00 
PM 

Trengganu Kuala 
Trengganu 

24 Good 

7 12/2/
2014 

11:00 
PM 

Pahang Jerantut 37 Good 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
24
57
4 

10/6/
2016 

1:00 PM Sabah Sandakan 29 Good 

 
 

B. Summarization Engine 
Rough Set has five main steps, which are data preparation, 

discretization, reducts computation, rules generation, and 
classification. The main steps manage an information system 
and this will lead towards the final goal of generating rules 
from information’s system. In this research, the result will be 
presented in Rosetta. The data sample in Table 2 needs to be 
discretized in certain interval prior to classification using 
Rough Set. The discretization technique that has been chosen 
is Boolean Reasoning.  

The reducer selected is Genetic Algorithm. The data has 
been split into training and testing set where the splitting factor 
is 80:20. This splitting has been chosen since the technique 
tends to generate very large rules. From the data training set, 
Rough Set generates reducts and rules for the classifier. Table 
3 shows several reducts that have been generated. The rules 
length are between one until three. 

 
Table 3 

Sample Reducts for Malaysia API Dataset 
 

No. Reducts Support Length 

1 {Region} 100 1 

2 {API} 100 1 

3 {Date, Time} 100 2 

4 {Date, State} 100 2 

5 {Time, Region} 100 2 

6 {Date, Time, Region} 100 3 

7 {Date, Time, State} 100 3 

 
Table 4 presents several rules from 7063 generated rules. 

The rule supports are in the range 1 to 21754. The sample 
explanations for rule that given in table 4 as follows: 

Rule 1: API([*, 51)) => Decision(good) 
Based on the value given in the rule condition, the rule can 

be interpreted as: 
IF API is low => Good condition 
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Table 4 
Sample Rules for Malaysia API Dataset 

 

No. Reducts LHS Support 
RHS 

Support 
LHS Coverage RHS Coverage 

Rule 

Length 

1 API([*, 51)) => Decision(good) 21754 21754 0.885245 1.0 1 

2 API([51, 100)) => Decision(moderate) 2811 2811 0.114389 1.0 1 

3 Date(2014-11-26 00:00:00) AND State(Sarawak) => 

Decision(good) 

240 240 0.009766 0.011032 2 

4 Time(7:00PM) AND State(Perak) => Decision(good) 100 100 0.004069 0.004597 2 

5 Time(10:00AM) AND Region(Indera Mahkota, 

Kuantan) => Decision(good) 

20 20 0.000814 0.000919 2 

6 Date(2014-12-07 00:00:00) AND Time(6:00AM) AND 

State(Sarawak) => Decision(good) 

10 10 0.000407 0.00046 3 

 
 

The description of the rule statistics are as follows: 
 
1) The rule support is 21754, represents 21754 objects in 

the training data set that are matched with the rule 
condition. 

2) The rule accuracy is 1, represents the number of Right 
Hand Support (RHS) divided by the number of Left 
Hand Support (LHS): 
21754/21754 = 1. 

3) The conditional coverage is 0.885245; it represents the 
fraction of the records that satisfied the IF condition of 
the rule. It is obtained by dividing the support of the 
rule by the total number of records in the training data 
set. 

4) The decision coverage is 1.0, and it is the fraction if 
the training records that satisfied the THEN conditions. 
It is obtained by dividing the support of the rule by the 
number of records in the training data set that satisfied 
the THEN condition. 

5) The rule length is defined as the number of conditional 
elements in the IF part. In Rule 1 there is one attribute 
being used as conditional elements; API. 

 
Table 5 shows the confusion matrix for the testing result 

of classifying based on testing dataset. The testing accuracy 
for classifying is 99.99% of the dataset. 

 
Table 5 

Confusion Matrix for Malaysia API Dataset 
 

 Predicted 

A
ct

ua
l 

 Good Moder

ate 

Unhea

lthy 

Undefined  

Good 4447 0 0 1 1.0 

Moderat

e 

0 467 0 0 1.0 

Unhealth

y 

1 0 0 0 0 

 0.9997

75 

1.0 1.0 Undefined 0.999797 

 
C. Data Analytics Result 

The result of summarization using Rough Set approach can 
select the significant data from the main database based on 

the rule generated. The dataset which selected will be shown 
to chart. This dataset is intended to make easier to present 
the result of the analysis in the mobile device. 

In Malaysia, there are Malaysian Air Quality Guidelines 
(MAAGs) that has been adapted to the recommendations of 
the World Health Organization [35]. Figure 2 displays the 
API in each state in Malaysia with their API’s conditions 
with map chart. This result also can send an alert to the state 
where the air quality that is measured to be dangerous for 
the public because could damage the epidermis, affects the 
immune reaction, and by mixing pollen, can increase the 
likelihood of allergic diseases such as asthma, allergic 
rhinitis and allergic conjunctivitis [36]. Figure 3 shows the 
dataset with another chart, bar chart. From this chart, the 
highest or lowest API from each state in Malaysia can be 
seen. It is also possible to give a warning in dangerous areas 
that has the highest API and the government can also to be 
aware of this condition. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 
This research has successfully produced a new framework 

for performing mobile analytics database summarization by 
using the Rough Set approach. Rough Set is used as a 
classifier to select significant data from the main database to 
maximize the functionality of the mobile device that has 
limitations in storage capacity and processing power. The 
selected significant data based on rules are stored as a 
mobile database and will be displayed on the dashboard and 
chart in the mobile device. Testing is done by using 
Malaysia Government Open Data about Air Pollutant Index 
(API) which show the condition of air quality in each state 
in the form of chart that makes the data is more meaningful, 
user-friendly and efficient but still accurate. Conditions of 
air quality can be monitored very well because it is very 
influential with the health and safety of the population if the 
air quality is not in good condition.  
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Figure 2: Map Chart from Selected Data

 

 
 

Figure 3: Bar Chart from Selected Data 
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